
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upcycle Parts Shop is a community-based art supply shop, a creative workshop space with off-site programming and a 
waste diversion solution all in one.  Our mission is to provoke creativity and promote community through reuse.  Upcycling is 
about transforming unwanted materials into new creations with more value.  We do lots of community programming, often 
outdoors in the warm months, and we’d love to expand programming to your area!  Since we launched in July of 2014 we’ve 
accepted over 11,000 pounds of usable non-toxic leftover scraps and materials.  We use these donated goods as materials 
for creative reinterpretation and we love to share this process of finding value in the waste stream with others. We have a few 
art outreach/off-site programs: 
 
Travelcraft: Hands-on with sleeves rolled up, we bring everything 
needed for creative fun:  an abundance of materials, tools, and friendly staff 
to encourage free play for all ages.  Participants experiment with materials 
that help them reconsider what we throw away and the value it still has.  We 
also demonstrate how art is about problem solving; we purposely leave glue 
off the table and encourage different ways of connecting materials to one 
another (wire, tape, staples, rubber bands, string, etc.). We makes examples 
of upcycled creations to help demonstrate and inspire.  But mostly, we 
encourage play and exploration.  We believe in this process and while we’re 
happy to gently guide, we see big participation when we let people guide 
themselves.  This craft offering is ideal for kids and family events. 
Travelcraft Fee:  $200/hour (1-2 event tables, unlimited participants) 
 

Custom workshop: Like 
travelcraft, we bring the materials, the tools, and the enthusiastic 
staff, and we’ve worked out a plan for a specific deliverable that 
you’ve requested.  Maybe it’s community decorating of a fence 
(Vinyl wall material!  Retired garden hoses!), making instruments to 
shake along with a music performance, or designing nametags at a 
corporate conference (we specialize in this!). You give us your 
ideas and tell us about your audience, we come up with the project 
and source upcycled goods to make creative reuse magic happen.  
Custom Workshop Fee:  $200/hour (up to 50 participants) 

 
 

Upcycle Takeout: Have the staff or volunteers but need a craft idea and 
supplies?  We consult with you and provide all the upcycled materials for your 
very own custom workshop led by you!  We’ll provide written instructions and 
a sample craft.  You’ll provide the scissors, tape and glue.  We’ll have your 
order ready for pickup when you need it.  
Upcycle Takeout Fee: $100 (approximately 100 participants) 
 
   

 Less Waste.    More Art. What are you creating? 
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